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For fans of J Lynn, Jodi Ellen Malpas, and Sylvia Day comes the final book in the Reign trilogy.
Time is running out; who will Lana choose?One man has her heart.Lana's life has shattered
around her, and she finds herself craving two men.The other has her soul.Caught between a
sexy firefighter who scorches her passions and a darkly intense millionaire who ignites her
needs, she is drawn deeper and deeper into the spiral of lust and love. What's worse, the truth
about her family is turning out to be darker than she'd ever have suspected. It seems as though
she can't trust anyone or anything - especially her own desires.Torn between two men and
surrounded by secrets, Lana is forced to make an agonizing choice, one that could destroy not
only her but the people she loves. What - and who - does she really want?An all-consuming,
powerfully addictive love story, the Reign trilogy is not to be missed.





Lana K, “A better conclusion than I could have hoped. "Hot, raw, angry lust surrounded the three
of us. Surrounded them. And I had no idea what to do. How to feel. Other than higher than any
drug could ever take me. But, like any drug, there would be a crash. And this time it would be
hard."So here's the thing; I do not do love triangles. At all. Like ever. The mere mention of them
has me twitching. It's impossible for me to enjoy them because somebody always gets hurt and
almost always it's the person I was rooting for. And if I happen to be rooting for both people?
FAHGETABOUTITSo I don't read them...until this book. See, Joya Ryan sucked me in with her
gripping story telling and her enigmatic characters. Each book in this trilogy I found myself
completely unable to put down. The story captivated me from the very first paragraph and the
ride took me places I never imagined it going but I enjoyed every second of it.Note: if you haven't
read the first 2 books, my review WILL contain minor spoilers (though not much more than you
can find in the synopsis). It will be completely spoiler free for this book though.Two men, one
woman, and one choice that is sure to leave devastation in it's wake. Lana Case didn't expect to
completely lose her heart to Jack Powell, but she fell completely under his dark spell. He snuck
into her heart unexpectedly and then shattered it into a million pieces when he left."He was the
cure to the poison that had been a part of me for so long. Only now, Jack was a special kind of
drug, one that held its own side effects."Left alone with a broken heart, Lana was left vulnerable
to deal with her sadistic step-brother and his mother and further devastated by her father's
disregard. But the Jack's best friend Cal came along and helped her heal. He didn't help her
move on, because Jack would always be in her heart, but he helped her move...toward him.But
his ultimate betrayal in the form of a heartbreaking lie completely broke Lana. So she ran. She
ran away from Cal, from Jack, and her feelings for them both. But when her life is threatened,
both men refuse to relent. They want to protect her from the danger, yes, but they also want
her."I couldn't tell him I was done with him, because honestly, maybe I never would be. I loved
the p&%*k. Loved him so much I hated him for it. But I loved Cal. So much it tore every time I
took a breath."I devoured this book. Even though it left me a nervous ball of anxiety. I equal parts
dreaded Lana's ultimate choice and needed to know what it was. Joya Ryan did such an
incredible job making the reader fall unequivocally for both men. It was such an evenly tipped
scale, it was impossible to choose.When you're just as unable to chose which man you want just
as much as the heroine, you know you're heading for one hell of an ending. Especially when
both men pull no punches in their determination to win her for themselves.In the midst of this
erotic and emotional love triangle is the mystery of the danger against Lana and who's
threatening her life. All that added up makes for one unputdownable read.As for the ending?
Well, I can't tell you much about it but I will tell you this: I wish all love triangles I read ended this
way. Was I satisfied with it? Heck. Yes. A fantastic conclusion to an amazing trilogy.”

K. Gutierrez, “Loved. This was an awesome series! I loved the character development. The



author makes you love/hate characters with her words. If you've read the Kathleen Turner series
and loved it, then you'll definitely love this series. The ending of this series is better though! I had
a hard time putting the books down and even stayed awake in bed at night wishing I could find
out what happened next.”

Ebook Library Lover, “Whew, that was exhausting...in a good way. I want to be Lana...who
wouldnt want to have 2 crazy hot, alpha men drooling over you, fighting over you and for you,
protecting you and taking care of all your needs? I loved all 3 books and highly recommend
them. Steamy hot scenes and tender moments as well, plus a story that kept me on my toes
from start to finish.  Great series and am an ongoing total fan of Joya Ryan.”

Gina H., “Great serie!. I loved it. I don't want to spoil it, I'll just say it is sexy and tore at my heart-
strings.  An emotional and exciting read!”

Yulissa, “Great book. I love the story... It was great, the entire bookmake me smile ... Her
stepmom n stepbrother deserve what they got...Just wish the end was a little longer. But I don't
mind reading it again”

Ebook Library Reader, “Sweet endings. This was the perfect ending to this series. Just how can
you choose between your soul and your heart? Lana had a tough decision to make and I was
hoping for the outcome that resulted!  Another great book by this author.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great ending. This final installment was sexy, yet sweet. Lana Is left with
the difficult decision of choosing between the two men that she loves equally yet differently.
Ultimately I figured out the solution to her problem before the ending but overall enjoyable.”

claude, “Aww. Addictive book love the chracters lana, cal and jack, this love story was worth the
sleepless nights .The authors together complied a beautifully written book and gave each
character an identity which made them all shine through.Need to read all three books to
appreciate the moral of the story”

Kate, “Compelling reading. Not sure how I felt at the end of this story. Not the most conventional
of story lines but still a compelling read. Excellent holiday reading material.”

Angela ~ Jezabell Girl & Friends, “Best Read of 2015, so far!!!!. 5+++ Stars!!!!What a perfect
conclusion to a truly memorable trilogy. What Joya Ryan has created is beyond beautiful and
without a doubt a brilliantly written and thought out story.I was hesitant at the beginning of this
trilogy. It didn't sit right with me for a girl so in love with one man to simply move onto his best
friend and brother, for all intents and purposes, but that's exactly what Lana did. The only
difference though was that it was anything but simple as she fell irrevocably in love with both



men. When Jack returns though she knows she must choose between these two beautiful men,
between strength and safety, but choosing between their hearts is impossible.I didn't know what
to expect in Yours Forever but I know what I prayed for. I was tentatively turning the pages in the
hope that I wouldn't be disappointed but despite the pain that Lana, Jack and Cal experienced,
there was happiness and an ending that was grasped at before it was realised.Lana continues to
be in danger from her step brother, Brock, and after her father's apparent suicide she is more
alone than ever before. Still homeless after her apartment fire, Jack and Cal look after her whilst
pushing her to make a decision over which man she will choose to be with. Lana's heart is
breaking, not only from the loss of her father and from losing her belongings in the fire but from
now having to choose between the two men she loves with all of her heart. Struggling to face
each day knowing she must chose, she goes through hell and after deciding to impose a no
touching rule, she tries without success to think clearly without the distraction of Cal and Jack's
hands on her body.For me, the ending of this series was all that I hoped for and more. Lana
faces her demons and beats them into submission as she fights for her life, love and
future.***We’ll be whatever you need us to be. Just as long as it’s forever.”***I really can't praise
Joya Ryan's story and writing style enough. There wasn't any unnecessary angst, there wasn't
any unnecessary sensationalism and above all the story flowed. I for one with be reaching out to
read many more books by Joya Ryan in the future. I just wish we could have Harper and Rhett's
story!!!”

Sandra Prudames, “Five Stars. Whole series is great”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 63 people have provided feedback.
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